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Overview 

2015 was the third consecutive year that the Burnaby School Age Initiative (BSAI) and their funding partners, the 

United Way of the Lower Mainland, provided an opportunity to learn together to professionals working with middle 

years children. It was the first year where parents were explicitly included in the invitation. 

The Burnaby School Age Initiative delegated the task of developing the event to a small working group. The content 

offered was based on ideas that the BSAI steering committee identified at a 2014 strategic planning session. 

Participants were invited through email contacts and the BSAI network. A save-the-date announcement was 

circulated by email to organizations and previous participants on January 12. This was followed by an emailed 

invitation on March 5. Although prepared to publicize more widely in the community, registration numbers were so 

strong that this proved unnecessary. It was specifically mentioned in the covering email, that parents were welcome. 

They were not targeted by a separate marketing strategy. 

For the first time, the event was featured on the new website of BSAI. This resource will also be used to circulate 

post-event information and will be a marketing resource that can be used in the future. 

(https://burnabyschoolageinitiative.wordpress.com/) 

Eighty-six people registered for the event and seventy-nine attended. (see page 18 for a full list of participants and 

statistical data). 

To stay within budget, no lunch was offered. Snacks and tea/coffee were provided, free of charge, at the time of 

check-in. 

The topic of anxiety among children was selected because of its fit with the MDI findings, and the interest among 

professionals and family members which has flowed from the study. Members of the working group short-listed a 

number of potential speakers, and selected Colleen Drobot of the Neufeld Institute. Members of the working group 

had heard her speak at prior events. 

Past experience had shown that participants value time to network and to discuss the topic and accordingly, time was 

allocated to allow this to happen. 

Colleen provided a handout to the participants. However, because of copyright, and to prevent misinterpretation of 

the points contained, circulation was given in hard-copy and restricted to those who attended. 

Staff of the Burnaby Public Library service provided a complementary reading list and book samples at the event. 

They were on site during the event to help people who wanted to borrow books and to discuss resources with them. 

About 10 people checked out a variety of books on anxiety. The event provided an opportunity to test and 

improve their technical outreach activities (ie making sure that the equipment worked).  

The feedback received both from the evaluation forms and from the conversation tables, indicated there was a high 

level of engagement with the topic. Many people commented that they would have liked to hear more from the 

speaker, and for there to have been time for a Q&A session with her. In the room itself, the level of interest and 

participation was observable. 
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9.00  Welcome  

9.10  Presentation  -  Colleen Drobot – the Neufeld Institute 

10.30 Break 

10.40  Conversation Groups 

12.00  Summary 
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 Conversations 

For the second part of the event, participants sat at ten conversation tables.  

Tables were assigned to provide the best possible mix across agencies and with parents represented at each table. 

Table facilitators summarized the conversations 

 What participants learned  - main ideas from the whole table 

 Questions that remain 

 Resources needed 

 

 

 

crying so important – dealing with alarms 

children need to know it is ok to let go and express 

just let them be 

give kids space for emotions – ‘you’re still ok with me’ 

something small is such great validation 

it is not always quantity of time spent in relationship – it is the quality 

time at the end of the day may be more ‘business talk’ with parents 

understanding the cycle – different stages – visual learning 

mixed feelings developmentally 

behavioural versus developmental 

 

 

 

heart and mind workshop – 

emotions – help children to 

identify what they are feeling 

support for parents – 

appropriate community 

resources 

address anxiety in groups – how do we 

allocate time – can’t always remove 

ourselves and the child 

influence of cultures and how to 

address this - developmental stages in 

different cultures – cannot label 

children all a certain way 

when issue with the children is the 

parent 

way 
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relationships are the most important thing – spending time before learning can 

begin 

listen with the heart not the mind  -  really listen to provide safety and security 

going with the gut 

power of empathy for all ages 

individuals in high alarm state cannot think clearly – deal with this state first 

children’s different experiences culture/poverty/stressors = heightened alarm 

language barriers prevent/inhibit some parents who want to talk to the teacher 

anxiety not acknowledged in some societies (Europe) 

first thing ESL teacher said had huge impact on self-esteem of parent 

what we know is not always best – repeating how we were treated as children 

bad things happening in society – impact on kids of watching the news 

being an alpha – new concept to some – importance that parents make some 

decisions 

The book ‘The Big Disconnect’ was recommended 

 

 resilience 

 

longer session on this 

topic 

names of related books 
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reaffirmed that there is purpose in relationship building 

instincts are right and purposeful 

felt reassured with #1 element – establishing a state of calm 

being sad and anxious is acceptable/normal/important 

remembering the language ‘alarm system’ – needs to be calmed 

reassuring bus-driver story – even limited interactions can have impact- good 

reminder 

if attachment  is broken it can be fixed – no matter the age/experience 

reaffirm the value of expression 

 

recognizing our role – how to remove ourselves from the situation – how quickly 

we can focus on results 

how easily separation can occur – eg not being present 

techniques to get kids to express their emotions 

traffic circle and new ways to get out – great visual-ideas of how to use visual 

with clients 

in programs emotional aspect needs to be dealt with first 

realize this approach not specific to anxiety – can be applied to other situations 

mixed feelings – is the child there yet? – use that knowledge in conversations 

connection with courage 
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connections 

how common anxiety is 

little details matter 

time management 

narcissism – how we have it but don’t see it 

personal anxiety and how it a circle from child to adulthood 

handout anxiety – quick list for staff 

and volunteers who could not 

attend 

drop-in youth centre 

tips on how to distinguish between 

anxiety and behavior – how to 

differentiate 

more info on technology and how it 

impact anxiety 

 

when in a big group  how do 

you support that ‘1’ with 

anxiety 

how to bridge from separation 

– how to bring it back 
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importance of futility 

acknowledging fear is important 

using the cycle (traffic circle) and importance of rest and tears – pointing 

out adaptions 

need to collect child to engage and build safety 

importance of relationship – one person 

kids develop at their own rate – time is only a guide – we should pay 

attention to the individual 

support not enabling 

 

alpha position – kids assumes as way to manage anxiety 

parents/adults need to accept and embrace caring nature 

lack of tears is problematic 

courage has mixed feelings – let them know and acknowledge courage 

 

 

more understanding of how 

development can become stuck – 

but interventions can move past 

and help facilitate catching up 

medicine wheel and balance 

how do we ensure schools 

adopt this understanding 

how do we embrace 

indigenous teaching that 

already articulates this 
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the need to validate 

the need to attach 

how fixing doesn’t always help 

how time confines us  

shelter versus protecting 

how sheltering is actually protecting and validating 

finding balance 

 

how best to attach with 

parents while respecting 

cultural differences 
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staying away from some disciplines – eg time out 

crying is helpful 

mixed feelings concept 

touch is important but challenging in schools/professional settings 

simple things make a difference – a look 

 

importance of attachments/creatures of attachment 

why is anxiety increasing - peer focus 

tears of futility 

 

workshops/information for 

parents, teachers, people 

working with staff 

more significant people in 

children’s’ lives – support 

systems are smaller 

alarm – is courage a long terms 

strategy or temporary – adaption is 

long term 

how more positive attachments can 

be developed for the children 

more specific strategies on how to 

deal with issues 

how to apply this with students with 

special needs 
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separation is a big part of anxiety 

time out is not what anxious kids need – more attachment 

when a child is spiraling in his/her anxious thinking you should say ‘your brain 

needs a rest’ 

acknowledge feelings before going to solution 

I feel more empowered to tell parents it isn’t ok to let their children cry and 

grieve. 
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acknowledgment of feelings/emotions 

importance of relationships 

attachment – teaching/parenting 

root causes for anxiety  

 

we don’t use this information to inform more of our practice 

importance of allowing sadness to happen – to foster resiliency 

importance that adults need to go through these stages as well – less acceptance 

of adult expression of anxiety – perception this approach is soft 

careful of how to approach parents 

importance of caregiver/important person – to provide that safe relationship that 

allows the space for emotional expression 

how detrimental separation is – youth prisons 

 

condensed hand out to provide to 

parents 

more training for people who work 

with youth and families 

get information out 

more workshops like this 

opportunities to connect with other 

people who work with youth 

how do we change perceptions of this 

being soft 

how do we  educate across all cultures 

how do we get more people to learn about 

this 

where/when do you refer out because it 

may be a more prevalent issue 

what is the connection between 

parent/child anxiety – how do you address 

this and deal with it in a mindful way 
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timeout/separation – needs more 

flushing out 

boys and tears as healing – how to help 

them 

too many tears opening a floodgate 

identifying techniques for children to 

help themselves 

building relationships quickly 
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Summary – follow up questions 

  

address anxiety in groups – how do we allocate time – can’t always remove 

ourselves and the child 

influence of cultures and how to address this - developmental stages in different 

cultures – cannot label children all a certain way 

how do we  educate across all cultures 

how best to attach with parents while respecting cultural differences 

how do we embrace indigenous teaching that already articulates this 

when issue with the children is the parent 

what is the connection between parent/child anxiety – how do you address this 

and deal with it in a mindful way 

when in a big group  how do you support that ‘1’ with anxiety 

more specific strategies on how to deal with issues 

how to bridge from separation – how to bring it back 

identifying techniques for children to help themselves 

where/when do you refer out because it may be a more prevalent issue 

building relationships quickly 

how can more positive attachments be developed for the children 

how to apply this with students with special needs 

alarm – is courage a long terms strategy or temporary – adaption is long term 

resilience 

timeout/separation – needs more flushing out 

boys and tears as healing – how to help them 

too many tears opening a floodgate 

how do we ensure schools adopt this understanding 

how do we change perceptions of this being soft 

how do we get more people to learn about this 
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Summary – resources needed  

  

heart and mind workshop – emotions – help children to identify what they are 

feeling 

support for parents – appropriate community resources 

condensed hand out to provide to parents 

workshops/information for parents, teachers, people working with staff 

longer session on this topic 

more workshops like this 

names of related books 

medicine wheel and balance 

get information out 

handout anxiety – quick list for staff and volunteers who could not attend 

drop-in youth centre 

tips on how to distinguish between anxiety and behavior – how to differentiate 

more info on technology and how it impact anxiety 

more understanding of how development can become stuck – but 

interventions can move past and help facilitate catching up 

more significant people in children’s lives – support systems are smaller 

more training for people who work with youth and families 

opportunities to connect with other people who work with youth 
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Feedback 
A total of 51 people completed an evaluation form  –  64.56% of participants.  

1. How did you find the length of the session? 

          Too long                 About right              Too short 

Comments   -  Where (P) is indicated-comments are from parents 

  I would have liked more time focused on 
the presenter’s last slides relating to 
solutions (P) 

 I would have appreciated the entire 
time dedicated to the speaker – I felt 
she was rushed and I had many 
questions (P) 

 The end part of the session seemed a bit 
rushed – no Q&A period (x8) 

 The speaker was very engaging and the 
information was valuable – it would 
have been great to have the 
presentation go longer 

 Great workshop! I could have listened to 
Colleen all day – this part could have 
been longer 

 I’d love to attend a series of workshops 
on this topic 

 Need question time (P) 

 The session with colleen was too short 
for my taste (P) 

 Colleen’s portion felt rushed and it 
would have been really nice to have a 
Q&A with her (x3) 

 I wish Colleen could have stayed longer 
and go deeper into the topic  

 Not enough time to get into each 
session 

 Only because she was so engaging 

 If resources of learning was more about 
providers it was a great help 

 Less discussion time- more presentation 
time 

 
 

 

2. Where participants indicated that they were parents and professionals, their feedback has been included in this 
category  

Please indicate if you learned new information today 

      Mostly new information              Some new information No new information 

Comments 

 Especially about helping kids who 
g=have anxiety symptoms – to 
realize what they are going 
through 

 Excellent examples 
 All the information was useful 

and even the information I knew 
was a great refresher 

 Reinforced and loved her stories and 
analogies 

 Learned a valid tool-kit to support kids 
dealing with separation anxiety 

 I thought the speaker was very good-would 
have loved all day with her 

 I’ve already seen Colleen speak, 
been to the Neufeld conference, 
read his book and watched the 
anxiety DVD 

 

3.  A total of 8 participants answered as parents (only) 

Please indicate if the information you received will help you to support and parent your child  

         Very helpful  Somewhat helpful Not helpful 

Comments 

 Will be borrowing Neufeld books from the library 

1 35 15 

8 34 1 

8 
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4. What did you learn today that you plan to take forward from the meeting 

Parents 
 Importance of relationship and attachment 

 Allowing tears/feelings to be shared freely 

 Be more aware about the signals of the alarm system  

 When your son is stuck like in a loop, talking for a while about the same issue and you as a parent start feeling tired – I learned 
today a different way to face the situation by saying “your brain needs a rest, we can talk about it tomorrow” – I think this way 
make them feel like to care about them 

 That my main role is to just make room for all my children’s emotions 

 Relationships are paramount 

 Kids and adults need time and support to feel and grieve 

 Awareness of attachment, relationships and feelings and importance in anxiety  

Professionals 
 To understand more about the behaviours and their effect on kids and kid’s relationships 

 All adults need to remember to stay in alpha role all the time 

 Our main work is all the time to calm the anxiety 

 To be empathetic and nurturing in order to successfully experience together with the child’s anxiety journey. Thus the child can 
grow up and be able to cope with his/her anxiety in the future 

 I loved Colleen’s use of stories and examples. I also will utilize some of her phrases such as ‘find your tears’  

 Well presented, information was very helpful and I can put this information into practice with my job 

 That validation is key 

 How to better support those dealing with anxiety 

 May new techniques and knowledge to apply to my clients and also with friends and family 

 That crying is an important step in processing anxiety 

 The alarm cycle was insightful-gave me a great tool to understanding anxiety and how to appropriately address it 

 I will use the information when working with parents to help them understand their children’s anxiety and what they can do to  
help support their children 

 More appreciation of why are students are more anxious and how to provide the stability experience 

 Balance 

 Not being so quick to provide a solution and allowing the moment to grieve 

 Relationships/relationships/relationships 

 Tears of futility 

 Validate a child’s feelings 

 The importance of balance in our lives 

 What may be happening in our ‘strong’ children 

 Alpha parents are not dictators 

 Not to be so solution-based and how just letting the child take his/her time to cry or relax can make all the difference 

 The visual alert model, helpful perspective of looking at where child is at and what I’m doing 

 We need training for program leaders 

 How to encourage resilience in children through helping them feel their feelings 

 Parent education needed on attachment and child anxiety 

 Understanding alarm and managing – and that kids need to be heard before we become solution focused 

 The emotional piece of relationship building being a precursor to cognitive problem solving 

 Attachment based parenting and teaching strategies 

 Creating space to encourage feelings of futility, not avoiding them-stopping them or moving past them 

 Solutions to anxiety/encourage resilience/power of tears 

 Developmental (versus behavioural) approaches 

 Validating emotions and not rushing to solutions 

 Power of positive attachments 

 Working with parents on the topic 

 There were lots of great ah-ha moments-importance of always listening with my heart rather than simply my mind 

 The focus on dealing with separation anxiety 

 Encourage bonding and relationship building and not worry so much about the ‘agenda’ 
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 Value of connections no matter how big/small 

 Regraming misbehavior as anxiety 

 The ‘rock’ that children need 

 No timeouts 

 Alpha piece-to emphasize this with parents and to remember it  ore for myself 

 Following my heart 

 Able to grow older but not necessarily grow up 

 Be more understanding of adults and don’t assume they have had experiences that have helped them grow 
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Attendance 

A total of 79 people attended the event.  

This compares to the last event (2014) which had 64 participants – an increase of 23.4% 

A total of 86 people pre-registered and 3 people attended who had not pre-registered. 

A total of 13 (16%) people registered as a parent (c/f professional)  

It is worth noting that 56 of the people who pre-registered did so in the first 36 hours after the invitation was circulated. 

 

Akulia Margaret  Big Sisters  Heyl  Rebecca  Parent 
Altman Yevgeni  Parent  Higgins Rose Big Brothers 
Arratia Jessica  Parent  Horgan Rhodora BNH 
Astudillo Fernando Parent  Hotomanie Mary  SD41 
Balanzategui Daniela Parent  Hung Kako Parent  
Barwich Kimberly BNH  Kautz-Allard Joanne Big Brothers 
Beavil Gayle SD41  Khabra Manpreet  Burnaby Family Life 
Beck Antonia BNH  Kocmaruk Jelena BNH 
Bedford Laurie Burnaby Parks and Recreation  Kocmaruk Jelena  BNH 
Beimers Jessica  John Knox School  Kwan Joyce John Knox School 
Berry Sabrina BNH  Lo-Voo Grace Carver Christian High School 
Bhonsale Sangeeta  Burnaby Family Life  Mahmoudian  Fereshteh  Parent 
Briscoe Taryn SD41  Malito Vicky SD41 
Brodeur Elisha Burnaby Family Life  Manifold Margaret City of Burnaby 
Burgess Scott BNH  Mathers Laura SD41 
Byrne Elizabeth  SD41  Mcloughlin Philippa  SD41 
Camara Katalin Burnaby Family Life  McPhee  Cathryn  Information Children 
Chan Carrie Big Brothers  Mills Sara  Big Sisters 
Chen Jason BNH  Misic Maja Burnaby Family Life 
Cheung Catherine Burnaby Family Life  Mulhern Cassandra  Big Sisters 
Chiang Ivy  Big Sisters  O’Callaghan Shelby  Big Sisters 
Dean Mackenzie BNH  Pallister Joanna Parent 
Dhaliwal Baljeet  Burnaby Family Life  Roberts Susan John Knox School 
Donoghue Vicki BPL  Ryan Lawrence SD41 
Doyle  Chelsea  Big Sisters  Sahota Manjit Fraser Health 
Dube Angie  Big Sisters  Samji Naaz  BNH 
Ebbers Kelly  Burnaby Parks and Recreation  Si Maggie Burnaby Family Life 
Etches David Parent  Stoddard Mitchell  C-Students w Disabilities SFU 
Fan Mina Parent  Talavera Dolores Spirit of the Children Society 
Fernie Carolyn  Big Sisters  Tensuan Cynthia Big Brothers 
Friedrich Colene SD41  Tepic Biljana Big Brothers  
George Doreen SD41  Urbina Rafaela BNH 
Geranmoyeh Mina Parent  Vlasic Gala BNH 
Gill Raj Edmonds Community Centre  White Lesley Burnaby Parks and Recreation 
Gordon Emily  Big Sisters  Wong Yannie B&G Club 
Green Leigh  Big Sisters  Yaroshuk Rachel BPL 
Greenwood Mishca SD41  Yip  Eliza Burnaby Pacific Grace Church 
Gulamhusein Ashif  Burnaby Parks and Recreation  Zarabozo Araceli Parent 
Hellmich Kristen SD41  Zarabozo Miguel Parent 
Hernandez Liliana Burnaby Family Life     

 

 


